Small block s10

Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Sport Truck Magazine how to. Stuffing a V-8 into an S
isn't something new. Since these trucks were introduced, grease monkeys have been ditching
the stock motors for the grunt of a small-block. Back in the day, parts would have to be cobbled
together or fabricated from scratch to make it work. Now things are a little easier. The Hedman
Performance Group, which consists of Hedman Hedders, Trans-Dapt, and Hamburger's oil pans,
put its collective minds together and built a set of parts which work together to swap a
small-block into these little trucks. The bolts are Grade 8 and yellow-zinc-plated for durability.
The mounts will raise the motor up one inch if left alone, but you can trim off the bottom ear and
put the motor at stock height. If you run it at stock height, you'll have to use a set of stock
exhaust manifolds. Hedman offer three tiers of Hedders for this: standard-duty uncoated,
standard-duty HTC-coated, and Elite ones covered in this story. The big difference between
standard-duty and Elite is the wall thickness. Standard-duty headers typically use gauge, while
the Elites are gauge. Just like the other parts, the high-performance oil pan is designed
specifically for this swap and works on both 2WD and 4WD models. The pan has notched side
rails to accommodate stroked engines, and it offers a 7-quart capacity including 1 quart in the
filter. The pan comes with the proper oil pick-up and a set of special gaskets that follow the
notched side-rail profile. Since this pan has the notched rails, we grabbed a set of oil-pan
spreader bars to provide better load-force distribution along the perimeter of the oil pan. We
flew out to Midwest Images in New Baden, Illinois, and met up with Mike Cotten to perform and
document the bare-bones method of getting this motor into a first-generation S If we did it on a
California truck, we would have to get it past the smog referee and that's just a pain. Mike's
truck came from the factory with a 2. A little V-6 wouldn't be up to par with that theme, so a
Mouse motor needed to be stuffed under the hood. We also did a four-link rear setup with some
fat tires also in this issue so we could hook up with all this new power. Check out how the kit
helped us install a semi-mild ci engine Mike had at his shop. What's in the box? Here are all of
the parts we needed to transplant a Mouse motor into the S All of the stuff is designed to work
together and is of high quality. The headers have thick flanges, the motor mounts are even
thicker, and the oil pan has a windage tray and crank scraper built in. Every nut, bolt, and
gasket is provided so there's no need for a trip to the hardware store. What's In The Other Box?
Because the motor would have to look the part, we also ordered some shiny stuff in the way of
valve covers and an air cleaner. These retro-inspired, finned aluminum goodies are new parts
from Trans-Dapt, and we're glad the company makes them. It's getting really hard to find a good
set of finned covers from the swap meet that aren't all busted up. Everything from T-D is new
and fits like a glove thanks to new castings and modern machining processes. The Final Word
With some cutting and some patience, the motor went in the hole. The job would have been a
whole different animal if we didn't have the parts from Hedman Performance Group. Even
though the motor sits high, the hood still shuts after we installed a Holley carb and the T-D air
cleaner. Mike is going to spend some time buttoning up the wiring and exhaust, and we will
revisit that once he's done. More Photos View Slideshow. By Calin Head. Follow Truck Trend
Network Facebook. Top 10 Turbo Articles on TruckTrend. Truck Trend Newsletter Sign Up.
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Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with special offers from carefully
selected third party partners of Trucktrend Network. By subscribing you agree to the terms and
conditions of our terms of use. LS1 vs. LS2 vs. LQ9 vs. L33 vs. LS7 vs. LS9 vs. Imports and
former mom-mobiles with shiny rims might be cute, but a small-block S is a hot-rod. In fact,
some might say it's the last hot-rod, the ultimate incarnation of the old-school recipe for going
fast: a big V-8 swap into a simple, lightweight, full-frame chassis. But a modern S street
machine doesn't have to be a hot, loud, overheating, ill-tempered, evil-handling, homicidal little
monster of a thing. Of course, there are those who would say that's kind of the point. The Chevy
engine works extremely well in the S10 and GMC S15 chassis; if nothing else, even a
bone-stock is a sure 25 boost in horsepower and torque over the already fairly stout 4. For
many, this -- combined with a V-8 exhaust note and tire-shredding capability at will -- will be
enough. But a S10 can be anything from a simple, tire-shredding beater to a half-million-dollar,
nine-second monster with air conditioning, antilock brakes and all the latest suspension tech.
Before diving in, you need to realistically assess your budget and your expectations. Remember
the old adage about time, talent and money: the less you have of one, the more you'll need of
the other two. You might be tempted to go to the junkyard and grab the first and TH
transmission you trip over, but don't do it. The money you'll save buying everything you'll need
piecemeal will come back to nickle-and-dime you to death later on. A bracket here, a
transmission linkage E-clip there, a longer throttle cable or an alternator bracket -- these things
add up. Complete powered trucks are very cheap, and offer an entire drivetrain in a box. This is
especially critical if you're looking for a more modern engine with fuel injection, a

computer-controlled R4 or 4LE or anything other kind of electronic component. In this case, a
donor vehicle is a complete necessity, unless you're all right with spending a lot of money to
build a full aftermarket electronic control system. It doesn't end there, either, because the donor
vehicle can provide you with some chassis parts you might find useful; more on that in a
moment. You may need to get a high-mount alternator bracket to clear the steering
components. Physically getting a engine into an S10 chassis may be the simplest part of the
entire swap. If you've got a 4. There's even a good chance that the driveshaft yoke will slide into
your new TH, TH, R4 or 4L60 transmission. But, if it doesn't, have the donor vehicle's driveshaft
shortened and fitted with the old driveshaft's differential flange. When purchasing a kit, get one
that relocates the engine back a few inches; the is longer than a V-6 and, while it will physically
fit behind the radiator, you'll have almost no room between them. You may need to modify the
firewall a bit to clear the engine, but it's usually nothing a large hammer can't handle. Anyone
who's ever bolted anything together can get a engine sitting in an S just by following the
directions included with the swap kit. But the devil is in the details insofar as making everything
work together so you don't wind up with a foul-tempered, over-heating beater that you can't
trust to get to work. The stock S10 radiator is nowhere near strong enough to cool a ; the
aftermarket offers radiators specifically made for this swap, but C3 Corvette radiators are
popular retrofits that work well. You may need to move or modify the core support to install it.
The stock S10 axle and differential might survive for a little while if the truck was originally a
V-6, but it will grenade when combined with a decent set of drag tires and more than
foot-pounds of small-block torque. Ford 9-inch axles narrowed to fit are popular, but you may
be able to save some money narrowing your donor vehicle's axle. Hypothetically, you could just
use the donor axle with fender flares and wheels with massive offset -- but it looks weird, and all
your friends will know you cheaped out on the axle. Like the T-Bucket, the sky is the limit with
this configuration, and you can optimize it for almost anything. But the one thing you'll want to
do no matter what is to install stiffer front springs to handle the 's extra mass, especially if you
started out with a smaller V-6 engine or an inline-four. Stiffer front springs are a must for
handling, and weak front springs won't help your now traction-deficient truck hook any better.
Speaking of which: ditch the stock rear suspension, and go with a full aftermarket four-link
system utilizing adjustable, tubular links. You'll probably want to install larger rear tires and
mini-tub the bed to fit them, and not only will the stock suspension get in your way, it doesn't
have the wherewithal to deal with the twist you'll be putting through it. Yes you can use it, and
many people do -- just as many people have trucks that do unintended s at intersections in the
rain, while overheating. If you want a S10 you can be happy with, treat the entire truck as a
system, upgrading your chassis, brakes and drivetrain to make it all work together. Or, you can
ignore all that and wind up with the ill-tempered, evil-handling, homicidal little monster
mentioned earlier. It's your hot-rod, and your call. Richard Rowe has been writing professionally
since , specializing in automotive topics. He has worked as a tractor-trailer driver and mechanic,
a rigger at a fire engine factory and as a race-car driver and builder. Get a Kit and Get it in
Physically getting a engine into an S10 chassis may be the simplest part of the entire swap.
Making it Work Anyone who's ever bolted anything together can get a engine sitting in an S just
by following the directions included with the swap kit. Further Modifications Like the T-Bucket,
the sky is the limit with this configuration, and you can optimize it for almost anything. Writer
Bio Richard Rowe has been writing professionally since , specializing in automotive topics.
Fathers and sons make some of the greatest drag racing partners. Yes, there will be arguments
and moments of contention, but the most cherished memories of a drag racing father is seeing
his son take on the challenge of building, driving and maintaining a drag racing vehicle. And
when a third generation enters the family equation, the eldest of the group will be grinning from
ear to ear as dinner table conversations turn into planning sessions, which lead to shop time
together. For the Queen family, drag racing has been a part of the dinner table conversations for
quite a while. William Carson Queen Sr. The father and son duo raced it for five years, and when
William Senior passed away, the truck was parked for three years. It wasn't until Junior's son
Johnathon became old enough to drive that interest in the S race truck was rekindled.
Johnathon made a 7. From there, Junior and Johnathon decided to give the truck a new look
and more horsepower, in an effort to compete in the local "Easy Street" class, which caters to
somewhat street-friendly combinations with a stock block. After a full year of work, the truck
came out of the shop with a major cosmetic makeover, and a serious degree-headed small
block on a healthy dose of nitrous oxide. The father and son racing team are still working out
the bugs on the new combination, but the first outing was successful. The truck hooks hard and
has already knocked out a 1. They are still sneaking up on the tune, and will continue to get
quicker and faster as Johnathon gets some more seat time. For now, this father and son are
thrilled with the performance and appearance of their project truck, but just like any drag racers,

these guys aren't going to slow down any time soon. Who: William Carson Queen Jr. Engine:
There's something to be said for a simple small block Chevrolet engine. We're not downplaying
the effort that went into the Queen boys' power plant, but they made it look easy. They started
with a ci Chevrolet block, and had Farrow Motorsports handle the machine work on it. The 0.
Junior and Johnathon assembled the small block with a set of Edelbrock Victor Jr. A Lunati.
Duncan Racing Fabrication built the front-exit headers from two-inch stainless steel tubing, and
joined them mini bullhorn collectors just ahead of the front tires. The potent small block runs on
C16 racing fuel. It's jetted for a horsepower shot, and makes the ci small block extra peppy.
Transmission: Behind the nitrous-fed combination is a Powerglide transmission, built by Glenn
McCary. The transmission received the full race treatment, and uses a BTE torque converter,
which stalls to 4, rpm on the line. Johnathon controls the Powerglide with a Speed Master
shifter. Rearend: Out back is a Ford 9-inch rear end housing, which has been narrowed to fit
beneath the S chassis. It features a spool, Moser axles and 4. Suspension: The S's suspension
is fairly simple, with TRZ tubular control arms and Afco coilovers up front, and ladder bars with
Aldan coilovers out back. Junior and Johnathon handled all of the suspension work, and added
an extensive roll cage. The truck rolls on Mickey Thompson rubber, sized at The Weld
Alumastar 2. They gave it a fiberglass bumper and valance, as well as a fiberglass hood to save
a few pounds and help with aerodynamics. From there, Junior, Johnathon and Shane Porter
straightened and aligned the body panels to perfection before applying Sikkens Red Pearl base
coat and clear coat. More time was spent color-sanding and buffing the fresh materials,
resulting in a flawless finish. The smoked lights, tinted windows and matte black accents finish
off the truck perfectly. Brody Ridley Motorsports Graphics is responsible for the Yenko-inspired
stripes. Interior: Jeremy Foster aka "Worm" handled the interior in the S, outfitting it with a
stock-style red interior, complete with stock door panels, carpet and headliner. The Kirkey
racing seats, RCI harnesses and funny-car style cage provide safety for Johnathon, while the
Grant steering wheel, Auto Meter gauges and custom switch panel finish off the functional
cockpit. In the bed, you'll find an aluminum fuel cell, dual nitrous bottles and an Optima
yellow-top battery. Performance: On the truck's first outing since its makeover, Johnathon
blasted down the eighth mile in 5. With 1. Close Ad. Tommy Lee Byrd Author. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Were shocked by the volume of letters and e-mails every week
asking us about the feasibility of transplanting a small-block V-8 into a GM S-series truck. But
the swap makes sense. So we figured it was about time we got our butts in gear and answered
some of your questions. All the experts we spoke with qualified this job with phrases like, Well,
its doable, and pretty straightforward, but Their hesitation: The Ss engine bay was not designed
to hold a motor the size of a small-block V-8, so theres some significant shoehorning required.
Not to mention all the steps needed to keep the engine cool, get the engines electronics to talk
to the trucks, make the rearend live under the increased torque loads, and so on. If you have
Internet access, youll find a number of Web sites devoted to S V-8 swaps. Just type S V-8 into
any good search engine and be prepared to surf for hours. We warn you, though, that many of
these sites were put up by well-meaning but non-professional enthusiasts whose techniques
and workmanship may be, well, suspect. But their stories and experiencesespecially regarding
evil parts that just do not fitwill be enlightening to say the least. If you are wary of taking on a
V-8 project after doing all this reading and Web-surfing, there are professional builders who can
do it for you. But for your money youll get an installation that looks like it came from the factory,
and every accessory will work. While Lees High Tech can make just about any small-block fit in
an S, Knell believes some engines are easier for the DIY installer to swap than others. On the
other hand, transplanting a Corvette LT1 engine, while tempting from visual and bragging-rights
standpoints, should be avoided, says Knell. Accessory locations are different, the exhaust
manifolds wont fit, the oil pan wont clear the crossmember, the wiring harness isnt as easily
grafted into the truck, and the transmission requires a fabricated bracket. So why bother? Go
the other way and install Vette valve covers on a Camaro motor. Who will know? When
choosing an engine, keep your states smog laws in mind. In California, for example, your
replacement engine cant be older than your vehicle, and it must carry all of the original smog
equipment. Depending on your local smog laws, a carbureted V-8 swap could be drastically
simpler than Knells totally legal EFI conversion. Either way, starting with an older truck has its
advantages, as the older trucks arent as electronically sophisticated as later models. The wiring
is easier on trucks from 95 back, Lee said. The 98 and newer trucks are the hardest, since they
have more complex wiring, and some even have two computers. Many of these parts are
available through retailers like Summit and Jegs, or directly from the manufacturers. Note that a
typical swap kit consists of motor mounts, sometimes tranny mounts, and exhaust manifolds or
headers. None of them supply everything you need to make the switch. A couple of tips: Watch
the application charts when youre selecting a kit. Some kits will work only with certain years of

engines, while others are specifically designed for two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. Also, its
not a good idea to try mix-and-match parts between kits. Hedmans Fred Siemsen told us that
since each companys headers are shaped differently, theyll only fit around fenderwells and past
the steering shaft when the same companys motor mounts are holding the engine in place. In
his companys case, Hedman headers will only fit on an engine thats using TD Performance
motor mounts. And finally, not all headers in these kits are state smog legal, so watch for
warnings on the application charts. The most popular automatic transmissions for this swap are
R4s and THs. The overdrive transmissions have a driveability advantage, but not all R4s are
suitable for the swap. Those built before and not subsequently beefed up arent strong enough
to handle the V-8s torque, and those made for 2. The best choices are either a or-later R4 made
for the 4. In fact, the easiest way to source an automatic transmission is to buy the one attached
to your replacement engine. If your engine is bone stock, an inexpensive R4 may be a good
option. If you want a manual transmission, the T5 and NV units that GM put behind the
four-cylinder engines arent stout enough for V-8 applications. Instead, the experts recommend
using the NV five-speed that backed and-later 4. Its not as simple to adapt to the S, but its
strong, light, and has well-placed ratios. Two-wheel-drive Ss came with several different
rearends. Keeping a transplanted V-8 cool is a challenge, since the swap leaves so little room
for a decent fan. The most popular fix is to replace the trucks radiator with one from a Corvette.
According to Advance Adapters, the stock 4. Advance Adapters also sells a Be Cool aluminum
radiator for the conversion that Be Cool guarantees to operate 20 degrees cooler than an OE
radiator. The cost, however, is more than double that of the Corvette radiator. Another option is
the aftermarket radiator made by Modine and sold by Stealth Conversions. It was designed as a
replacement for the Corvette radiator and costs significantly less. If youre looking for a fully
custom radiator, Lees High Tech Trucks makes its own with two rows of inch cores, a built-in air
conditioning condenser, and auxiliary fans. The S and S trucks, in particular, are noted for
terrible wheelhop even with stock engines. Add V-8 power and you likely wont be able to hook it
up. The aftermarket is loaded with lowering kits for these trucks, and a few companies are now
making drag-oriented suspension parts. Weve used Cal-Tracs bars in this application and have
had good luck with them. Thats a loaded question. Weve been able to show you the major
components that go into the S V-8 swap, but the complete list of parts you may need for this
conversion is huge, ranging from radiator supports to tapered leaf-spring shims. Thats why its
so important to do your homework before undertaking this installation. For example, did you
know that the Blazer and Jimmy body is actually mounted higher on the frame than the S and S
truck? Buy the books, surf the sites, and be prepared for long hours of hard work or for writing
a big check. The end result, though, when youre finally able to boil your S-trucks hides, should
be well worth the effort. Close Ad. Drew Hardin writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
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